**Individual Patient Education Project on Anatomy**

- Mrs. Murphy has additional questions on_____________________.
- Dr. Smith is running out the door because he has a flight to catch and hands this task on you!!
- This is the condition that she has.
- You are an assistant who needs to discuss the anatomy of the eye with a patient and discuss the condition that she has. Think of a creative way you would present this information to her so that she can understand. Dr. Smith might ask you when he comes back, “How did it go with our patient Mrs. Murphy?”

Your Topic Is?

- Discuss the Anatomy of eye condition
- Possible side effects
- What are treatment options
- You will need to write a 3-page paper as well as have an item to present in class.
- 3 references in addition to the text and classroom material should be used. Use credible medical reference books, professional (peer reviewed) articles and internet resources with copyright dates or publishing dates no later than 5 years).
- It is recommended to include 1 anatomical image (picture). Something that helps the patient understand the anatomy of her eye in relation to her condition
- Type a reference page in APA citation style, including all works referenced in the oral presentation. One copy should be provided to the instructor and one copy to each of your classmates. (The library session will help with this as well as review this in the ECA Library Resources page)

**Examples:**

Create Videos- You tube etc

PowerPoint

Posters, etc.

Brochures